Flower Stemming Belts

Who uses these belts?
- Flower processors who have cut flowers delivered to them from domestic and overseas suppliers.

How does this application serve a business?
- Flowers are converted into bouquets on a machine that cuts, binds, and wraps the bouquets for shipment to local florists, supermarkets, and street vendors with no damage to the product.

How are the belts manufactured?
- Once the dimensions for the belt and pyramids are received, each belt is custom made by our technicians using one of our high frequency presses.

- The pyramids are aligned and thermally welded to the base belt using heat and pressure, creating a permanent bond without messy seams or noticeable flow.

How long would the belt take to ship?
- Depending on overall size, most belts can be manufactured and shipped within 2 weeks.

We also supply the orange compression belts above.